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A Letter to D&C Canterbury 

Dr Caryl’s Observations 

TEXT IN ENGLISH 

March 1770 

Doccombe Manor in Devon – Mr Katenkamp 

Consists of Quit rents & lands 

The Quit rents amounting to nearly the sum of our reserved rent are of no value to our 

Lessee so as to be estimated in setting our fine, because they are received by him & paid to 

us in reserved rent. 

The Lands & tenements are distributed into 13 estates & granted by our lessee by copy of 

court-roll according to the custom of the manor. 

The Customs of the Manor is to take for 3 lives in succession with widowhood; i.e. if any 

of the grantees die in possession leaving a widow; that widow shall take the estate during 

widowhood before the next in succession – upon every death a heriot of the best beast. 

The quantity of the land in these 13 copyholds has varied from above 700 acres down to 

almost 500. I think the last account may be adhered to as probably the truest i.e. 569 acres. 

The value also has been differently given in at different times. 

£150 de claro {i.e. net of accounts}, £142 de claro,  

£220 extended, £300 extended 

£128 extended, £342.10s  

£160 de claro 

Among these I think that the last is again most to be depended on though I Find that the 

Chapter has in the two last renewals taken the last but one viz. £139 for their ground.’ 

SUMMARY OF THE REST OF THE LETTER 

There follows 2½ pages of comp0licated discussion of how to compute fines upon lapse of 

any number of years. There has been dispute as lessees have challenged Canterbury’s 
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methods by quoting the ‘Exeter way’ i.e. how Exeter Cathedral computes it. Caryl argues 

that in the end no real difference! 

Also a problem that some of Dr Walwyn’s observations (seeU63_70251) not strictly 

accurate as figures for [Philip] Moor (see U63 70255) i.e. £1600 as includes another estate 

worth £700. 

The lessees have submitted to ‘enormous fines’ in the last two entries for unknown 

reasons. 

Caryl recommends a 1½ yearly rent. Gives example:  

Extended value in 1762 with under tenants paying taxes & repairs = £162.7s. Less 

reserved rent of £6.6s.9½d = £155.10s. 9½d. 

Two years’ rent upon a life dropping = £311.1s.7d. If life drops once in 13 years then as 

lessee receives £311.1s.7d in 13 years – c. £24 a year. 

A yearly 1½ = £36 + £4 as lessee exempt from taxes & repairs = £40 

There is an added note questioning whether reserved rent ought to be deducted as nothing 

is reckoned for quit rents. 

Doccombe Woods: c. 80 acres long leased to the lessee of the manor but in separate leases 

copyholders claim right of felling for own use. But through their use & abuse they are now 

hardly ‘worth real fees’. 

Doccombe Tenements:There are  two small farms now called Myland & Lelaugh covering 

c. 120 acres with an extended value of £22. The land is very poor & coarse. The lease is 

for 3 lives in the common form of the other leases for lives & no custom of the manor to 

be pleaded. 

 


